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Season 47, Episode 36
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Ep. #11760



Simon and Katie vow to expose Dahlia for who she is. They stage a fight for Dahlias benefit and Katie throws him out and exclaims that she wants a divorce. Simon leaves with the intention of driving away from the cottage and returning on foot to keep an eye on Katie, in hopes that Dahlia will reveal herself. However, Dahlia sneaks up on him and knocks him out before she approaches Katie with the news that she is in danger. Holden and Lily try unsuccessfully to get Aaron to join them for dinner, wanting to discuss his future. Aaron stays behind, and is alone when Lucy arrives to go riding. He convinces her to hang out with him until Lily and Holden return. They start talking and Lucy tells Aaron about Bryant, but he refuses to open up about his time in Seattle. Meanwhile, Lily and Holden try to work out a strategy for how to deal with Aaron, but Lily remembers she promised Lucy she could go riding and they return to the farm. Holden sets Lucy up and Aaron announces that he already has his future planned out. Carly tells Jack that Rosanna is planning on messing up Carlys life. Trying to protect her, Jack makes arrangements to go see Craig, unaware that Rosanna has promised to clear things up with Carly for Craig. Rosanna informs Carly that she has no intention of leaving Oakdale, but insists there is nothing between her and Craig. Rosanna tries to assure Carly that she is not out to get her and returns to Craig, who has told Jack that he wont harm Carly. Craig is pleased, sensing that Carly might be jealous. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 May 2002, 14:00
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